BECOMING AN ASPCA RIGHT HORSE PARTNER THROUGH THE WARM-UP RING

1. Complete the Warm-Up Ring Inquiry Form
2. Complete Welcome to the Warm-Up Ring Zoom Call: Onboarding & Logistics
3. Upload documents to provided Box folder
4. Meet with ASPCA staff to discuss criteria, questions, and next steps
5. Discuss and adjust criteria and philosophical alignment with your leadership
6. Gain access to myrighthorse.org
7. Host a Site Visit
8. Complete a basic financial & nonprofit business requirements check

CONGRATULATIONS!
You are an ASPCA Right Horse Adoption Partner.

Steps 3-5 should be repeated until partnership criteria are met. Simultaneously, you will gain access to collaboration opportunities, networking and some Partner benefits.

KEY:
- Relationship and partnership building
- Adoption philosophy and mission
- Business & nonprofit requirements